
How Smokeless Burns

One of the most frequently
encountered misconcep-
tions in handloading is that

a charge of smokeless powder is still
burning when the bullet (or shot
charge) exits the muzzle. As “evi-
dence,” many shooters cite the muz-
zle flash, especially visible in dim
light. Nope, that ain’t burning
powder. Instead it’s the hot gas pro-
duced by burned powder, re-ignit-
ing once it strikes the oxygen in the
atmosphere. 

Instead, almost all smokeless pow-
der burns within a short distance in
front of the cartridge. The exact
point varies with the powder’s burn-
ing rate, the cartridge, the projectile
etc. But even in huge “magnum”
rifle cartridge, over 99% of the
powder is burned within 4-5 inches
of bullet travel. 

If it wasn’t, we wouldn’t call
smokeless “smokeless.” The big puff
of white smoke produced by black
powder is underburned solids.
About half of black powder doesn’t
burn, not only puffing out smoke
but leaving a thick coating inside
the barrel. Smokeless powder, under
most circumstances, produces nei-
ther. 

Some smokeless powders do a
leave a slight residue inside the bar-
rel that can build up over dozens of
shots. This isn’t actually unburned
powder, but (particularly in Ball
powders) a coating designed to slow
down ignition. Some modern Ball
powders almost eliminate this foul-
ing entirely, but some older Ball
powders do leave a thin coating of

black inside the
bore.

Also, under cer-
tain circumstances
unburned smokeless
powder granules
can be blown out
the muzzle. Various
powders are de-
signed to burn most
efficiently at vari-
ous pressures. Most
shotgun powders
are designed to
burn at about 7,000
to 14,000 pounds
per square inch
(psi), handgun pow-
ders at 12,000 to
35,000 psi, and rifle powders at
35,000 to 65,000 psi. 

So if a rifle powder such as
IMR4895 in a load that develops a
lot less than 35,000 psi, you’re
likely to find some unburned gran-
ules inside the barrel. I’ve done this
myself, when loading 405-grain
bullets in a trapdoor Springfield
.45-70 at 25,000 psi. This doesn’t
mean, however, that flaming pow-
der is exiting the muzzle. Instead it
means that some powder didn’t
burn at all, due to insufficient pres-
sure. IMR4895 was originally de-
signed for military .30-06 loads, so
doesn’t burn efficiently at trapdoor
pressures.

All of this has some implications
for the handloader. First, you won’t
gain velocity in shorter barrels by
using to a faster burning powder.
The same powders that produce

maximum velocity in a 26-inch bar-
reled .300 magnum, for instance,
will also produce the fastest veloci-
ties in a 22 or even 20 inch barrel.
This has been proven many times in
short-barreled magnums, some of
which I’ve sawed off myself. So
don’t automatically switch to a
faster powder when loading for
short-barreled rifles. You’ll actually
lose more velocity than you would
by using the same slow-burning
powders advisable in longer barrels.

Secondly, you may obtain the best
accuracy in many rifles with “maxi-
mum” loads of 60,000 to 65,000
psi. This is where many modern
powders burn most consistently, and
consistency is the key to accuracy.

For any questions regarding this
article or handloading, please con-
tact, John Barsness at this e-mail:
contact@loaddata.com
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